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Two independent experimental investigations of the behavior of turbulent boundary layers with
increasing Reynolds number were recently completed. The experiments were performed in two
facilities, the Minimum Turbulence Level~MTL ! wind tunnel at Royal Institute of Technology
~KTH! and the National Diagnostic Facility~NDF! wind tunnel at Illinois Institute of Technology
~IIT !. Both experiments utilized oil-film interferometry to obtain an independent measure of the
wall-shear stress. A collaborative study by the principals of the two experiments, aimed at
understanding the characteristics of the overlap region between the inner and outer parts of the
boundary layer, has just been completed. The results are summarized here, utilizing the profiles of
the mean velocity, for Reynolds numbers based on the momentum thickness ranging from 2500 to
27 000. Contrary to the conclusions of some earlier publications, careful analysis of the data reveals
no significant Reynolds number dependence for the parameters describing the overlap region using
the classical logarithmic relation. However, the data analysis demonstrates that the viscous influence
extends within the buffer region toy1'200, compared to the previously assumed limit ofy1

'50. Therefore, the lowest Reu value where a significant logarithmic overlap region exists is about
6000. This probably explains why a Reynolds number dependence had been found from the data
analysis of many previous experiments. The parameters of the logarithmic overlap region are found
to be constant and are estimated to bek50.38, B54.1 andB153.6 (d5d95). © 2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!01901-2#
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In the classical theory, the overall description of a tu
bulent boundary layer is dependent on two separate inner
outer length scales. The outer length scale is commo
taken as the thickness of the boundary layerd, and the inner
length scale as the viscous lengthl * 5n/ut , where ut

5Atw /r is the friction velocity,tw is the skin friction andr
is the density of the air. Dimensional analysis of the dynam
equations with boundary conditions leads to a scaling of
mean velocity profile in the inner and the outer parts of
boundary layer in the form:
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At sufficiently large Reynolds numbers, it is assumed t
there is a region of overlap,n/ut!y!d, where the law of
the wall ~1! and the defect law~2! simultaneously hold.
Matching1 the relations~1! and~2! gives one of the classica
results in turbulence theory, i.e., the logarithmic overlap
gion: in inner variables,
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and in outer variables
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By combining Eqs.~3! and ~4! one obtains the logarithmic
skin friction law

U`
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5
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lnS dut

n D1B1B1. ~5!

Recently, due primarily to inconsistencies with trends of e
perimental data, several researchers have investigated a
natives to the classical theory.2–4

Based on extensive data from two independent exp
ments, this investigation targets three main issues relate
the overlap region between the inner and outer parts of
bulent boundary layers under zero pressure gradient:
functional form of the overlap, the extent of the overlap a
any Reynolds number dependence that may exist in the o
lap parameters.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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The experiments were carried out in the MTL win
tunnel5 at the department of mechanics, KTH, and the ND
wind tunnel at IIT. At KTH, a 7 m long flat plate was
mounted in the test section of the MTL wind tunnel. Me
surements of the turbulent boundary layer were performe
five different streamwise stations,x51.5,2.5,3.5,4.5, and 5.5
m for ten different speeds. At IIT, a 9 mlong and 0.457 m
diameter cylinder was mounted in the test section of
NDF tunnel.6,7 Measurements were taken atx 5 1.84, 3.65,
7.33 m using five free-stream velocities. In both experimen
the measurement of the velocity profiles was done using h
wire techniques, the skin friction was measured using
film interferometry, and the Reynolds numbers based on
momentum thickness ranged from 2500 to 27 000.

The skin friction was measured independently of the v
locity measurements using oil-film interferometry in a set
similar to Fernholzet al.,8 ~see Fig. 1!. The reproducibility
of cf obtained with this technique was61%. A fit to cf by
a variant of the logarithmic skin friction law~5!, namely,

cf52F1

k
ln~Reu!1CG22

, ~6!

was made and the friction velocity used in scaling the d
was calculated asut5U`(cf /2)1/2. The value of the von
Kármán constant determined in this way was,k50.384 and
additive constantC54.08. However, it is not possible to
determine the additive constantsB andB1 by this method. In
Fig. 1, the results from the oil-film measurements, toget
with the values of the skin friction determined from the me
velocity by the near-wall technique9, are shown together with
the calculated best fits using Eq.~6!. The determined loga-
rithmic skin friction laws agree very well with each other an
also with the correlation developed by Fernholz.10

In order to investigate the scaling in the overlap, a n
malized slope of the mean velocity profile,

J5S y1
dŪ1

dy1 D 21

, ~7!

FIG. 1. Skin-friction coefficient using the oil-film and near-wall method
~Ref. 9! shown with best-fit logarithmic friction laws from Eq.~6! and
Fernholz correlation~Ref. 10!.
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was utilized. In a logarithmic region of the profilesJ is
constant and equal tok. The value ofJ was calculated by
taking an average of the individual profiles at a constant w
distance in inner scaling while omitting the part of the pr
files whereh.Mo . Similarly, the profiles were again ave
aged at constant outer-scaled distances from the wall
y1.Mi . The parametersMi andMo are the inner and oute
limits of the overlap region. In Figs. 2 and 3, theJ values
averaged over all Reynolds numbers for the KTH data
shown together with error bars representing a 95% co
dence interval. A region where a nearly constantJ very
accurately represents the data is evident in both figures.
clearly supports the existence of a logarithmic overlap reg
within the appropriate range of the parametersMi andMo .
The choice of the appropriate limits was subsequently
lected based on they values where the error bar deviate
significantly from the horizontal line in the figures. This wa
based on an iteration of the limits until a consistent res
was obtained. The resulting values for the inner and ou
limits areMi'200 andMo'0.15, respectively. Takingk as
the average value within the determined limits gives ak of
about 0.38.

FIG. 2. Normalized slope of mean profile,J, as function ofy1; only the
part of the profiles in whichh,0.15 was used and the horizontal lin
corresponds tok50.38.

FIG. 3. Normalized slope of mean profile,J, as function ofh; only the part
of the profiles in whichy1.200 was used and the horizontal line corr
sponds tok50.38.
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Next, the additive constantB was investigated by look
ing at the deviation of the mean velocity from the log fun
tion with the aid of the variableC, where

C5Ū12
1

k
lny1. ~8!

The variableC is also constant in a region governed by
logarithmic law. The average of the value ofC at a constant
wall distance is taken for all Reynolds numbers while om
ting the part of the profile whereh.Mo . In Fig. 4, C av-
eraged over all Reynolds numbers for the KTH data is sho
with error bars corresponding to a 95% confidence inter
A constant value is found over a wide range iny1, again
indicating a log layer. Calculating the average ofC within
the proposed limits,Mi and Mo , gives B54.1. A slight
under-shoot can be seen aroundy15200; this was found to
be caused by a slight Reynolds number variation ofB in the
lower part of the range. Using only Reynolds numbers ab
8 – 103103 eliminates the small under-shoot.

FIG. 5. The von Ka´rmán constant determined by a least-squares fit, with
outer limit fixed ath50.15 and the inner limit atMi ; s: KTH, Mi550. d:
KTH, Mi5200. Dashed line: KTH, linear fit,Mi550. Solid line: KTH,
linear fit, Mi5200. h: IIT, Mi550. j: IIT, Mi5200. Dotted line: IIT,
linear fit, Mi550. Dash dotted line: IIT, linear fit,Mi5200.

FIG. 4. Deviation from the logarithmic function usingk50.38; the hori-
zontal line corresponds toB54.1, and only the part of the profiles in whic
h,0.15 was used.
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In addition to using the above described method to
termine the log-law constants, we used the traditional pro
dure to determinek andB by performing a least-squares typ
of fit to the mean velocity profiles. In Fig. 5,k was calcu-
lated by fitting a log-law relation for each profile using th
following traditional limits of the fit: Mi550 and Mo

50.15. The process was also repeated with the newly es
lished limits ofMi5200 andMo50.15. The value ofk ob-
tained when using the traditional limits varies with Reynol
number and gives about the commonly used value of 0.4
low Reynolds numbers. Using the new limits, which a
more representative of the logarithmic law, again yields
value ofk'0.38 independent of Reynolds number.

To investigate the existence of a power law as propo
recently by several authors,2,3 the following diagnostic func-
tion averaged for the KTH data is shown in Fig. 6:

G5
y1

Ū1

dŪ1

dy1
. ~9!

The functionG should be a constant in a region governed
a power law. However, no region of constantG is depicted in
Fig. 6, in particular when compared to Figs. 2 and 3. T
clearly indicates that a power-law relation is less represe
tive of the entire region of overlap betweenMi andMo .

Therefore, based on analysis of data from two rec
experimental investigations it can be concluded that a lo
rithmic overlap region, between the inner and outer parts
the mean velocity profiles, exists for Reu.6,000. Establish-
ing, based on the analysis of the data, an inner limit of
region at abouty15200 and an outer limit ath50.15 dem-
onstrated the validity of the logarithmic relation withk
50.38,B54.1 andB153.6 (d5d95). The data will be made
available in electronic form~http://www.mech.kth.se/˜jens/
zpg/!.
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FIG. 6. The power-law diagnostic functionG; only the part of the profiles in
which h,0.15 was used.
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